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Abstract—Due to the steadily increasing connectivity combined with the trend towards autonomous driving, cyber security is essential for future vehicles. The implementation of an intrusion detection system (IDS) can be one building block in a security architecture. Since the electric and electronic (E/E) subsystem of a vehicle is fairly static, the usage of anomaly detection mechanisms within an IDS is promising. This paper introduces a hybrid anomaly detection system for embedded electronic control units (ECU), which combines the advantages of an efficient specification-based system with the advanced detection measures provided by machine learning. The system is presented for - but not limited to - the detection of anomalies in automotive Controller Area Network (CAN) communication. The second part of this paper focuses on the machine learning aspect of the proposed system. The usage of Lightweight On-line Detector of Anomalies is investigated in more detail. After introducing its working principle, the application of this algorithm on the time series of a CAN communication signal is presented. Finally, first evaluation results of a prototypical implementation are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, connectivity and highly automated driving are the two major topics pushing the evolution of automotive electronics. Both enable a significant improvement for passenger comfort and safety. However, especially in their combination, connectivity and highly automated driving yield new dangerous scenarios. On the one hand, vehicles become increasingly connected with their environment and other vehicles. New wireless technologies like WiFi, Bluetooth and Car2X communication are installed, which enable new cyber-attack vectors [1][2][3]. On the other hand, ECUs get more and more control over safety-relevant functions of a vehicle, like braking and steering, in order to realize automated driving. To counter the risk of fatal cyber-attacks, several researchers and leading companies propose a multi-layer security concept [1][4][5][6][7]. A so-called defense in depth architecture could e.g. consist of four defense barriers as proposed by Miller and Valasek [1]:

1) Secure off-board communication
2) Access control for in-vehicle networks
3) Separation of different domains within the electric and electronic architecture
4) Mechanisms to detect and prevent cyber-attacks on vehicle networks and within ECUs

The paper at hand focuses on the last defense barrier, for which related research and industry propose the installation of IDS and intrusion prevention systems (IPS) [1][7][8][9]. This is especially true for in-vehicle CAN networks, since CAN is the most important and most frequently used automotive bus system at the moment. The presented IDS concept for CAN combines the efficiency of a specification-based approach with the advanced detection of irregularities using machine learning algorithms. Although the IDS system is introduced for automotive ECUs, the concept is not limited to that use case. The system is designed in a flexible way, enabling an easy adaption to different network technologies, as well as ECUs in different application areas.

Primary goal of the presented system is improving the cyber security of ECUs. As one part of the last defense barrier, it checks for irregularities in vehicle networks and it does not rely on pre-defined attack patterns. With this approach, it is possible to recognize also unknown and newly arising cyber-attacks. However, the detection mechanisms work independent of the root cause of an irregularity, which potentially is a cyber-attack but also could be a malfunction of an ECU. For the automotive domain, the latter is especially relevant for the next generation of vehicles, if we consider the upcoming self-adapting and machine learning-based vehicle functions. The proposed system could help safeguarding these functions during runtime since a complete validation at development time becomes difficult.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the term anomaly and its different types, followed by the discussion of related work in section III. The first central aspect is the elaboration of the proposed hybrid anomaly detection system in section IV, starting with a general system overview and continuing with an explanation of the single building blocks. The second part of
this paper starts with section V, which discusses the topic of anomaly detection in time series data with special emphasis on automotive communication signals. With respect to the proposed system and its boundary conditions, Lightweight On-line Detector of Anomalies is selected to be evaluated in more detail for this use case. Therefore, section VI introduces its working principle, followed by the description of its application on CAN communication signals in section VI-A. This second central aspect of the paper at hand is further elaborated in section VII by presenting first evaluation results. Section VIII concludes this paper with a summary and gives an outlook on future work regarding the hybrid anomaly detection system.

II. DIFFERENT TYPES OF ANOMALIES

Irregularities, so-called anomalies, are deviations from normal behavior. In literature, an anomaly is also referred to as outlier, besides others. D. M. Hawkins gives a corresponding definition, which reflects the basic assumption of the proposed system [10]:

"An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism."

The following paragraphs introduce different types of anomalies, which are useful to classify anomaly detection mechanisms. The simplest form of an anomaly is the point anomaly, defined by Chandola et al. as follows [11]:

"If an individual data instance can be considered as anomalous with respect to the rest of data, then the instance is termed as a point anomaly."

Exemplarily for the automotive context, the available data could be a CAN bus log. In this case, the mentioned data instance is a single recorded CAN message. If that single message can be classified as anomaly without considering other data instances, e.g. because it contains the information that the vehicle is driving 200 km/h at 1500rpm in the 1st gear, it is a point anomaly. In contrast to the point anomaly, a contextual anomaly can only be classified as such, if additional contextual information is taken into account [11]. Having a look at the example above, if a CAN message contains the data 250 km/h at 4000 rpm in the 6th gear, this would not be a point anomaly since it is realistic in the first place. However, if the message was recorded while driving inner city, it can be declared as a contextual anomaly. The last type is the collective anomaly, referring to a sequence of data instances, which together form an anomaly [11]. This would e.g. be the case if two or more consecutive CAN messages indicate an unrealistic or physical impossible acceleration of the vehicle.

III. RELATED WORK

Besides defining the different anomaly types, Chandola et al. did a comprehensive state of the art analysis for anomaly detection techniques [11]. Many of them are based on machine learning algorithms, having the advantage that the behavior of the observed system has not to be known in advance but the normal behavior is learned from training data. Machine learning is powerful but also has some disadvantages. Although most algorithms are successfully applied in different application domains, including intrusion detection, for some of them it is hard to understand what happens in detail inside the system, e.g. when using large neural networks. In consequence, it is hard to prove that machine learning algorithms work as intended under all circumstances. Additionally, most of them are resource intensive in terms of required computing power and/or storage consumption. Therefore, their application within embedded software is currently limited and has to be evaluated with care.

As mentioned previously, researchers and industry experts recommend the usage of an IDS for automotive CAN communication [1][7][8][9]. However, there is one crucial difference compared to the classical application areas of IDS solutions in computers and computer networks: In-vehicle networks are used in a well-defined environment. E.g. all exchanged CAN messages, sent and received by ECUs, are defined by the vehicle manufacturers in advance to guarantee interoperability. This means that there is a lot of knowledge available, defining the normal behavior of the bus system. Additionally, the automotive industry has established several standards to specify the communication between ECUs in a semi-formal manner, often referred to as communication matrix. This specification includes the exchanged messages, which are distinguished based on their identifiers, and the transported payload. The payload itself consists of signals, each representing a single transported data element, e.g. vehicle speed, rpm and gear. Figure 1 illustrates a CAN frame with an exemplary payload. Re-using the available knowledge in an anomaly detection system for CAN communication is vital. This is also reflected in the discussion of anomaly detection for in-vehicle networks by Muter et al. [12]. After discussing signature- versus anomaly-based detection mechanisms for IDS in the automotive context, they argue in favor of anomaly-based detection. For signature-based systems, the need for regular updates and the focus on known attack patterns are presented as the main disadvantages. Although the first disadvantage gets smaller or will even disappear in future due to the possibility of remote updates, the focus on known attacks remains and is inherent to the principle of signature-based detection. Therefore, to further discuss anomaly-based detection is still valid today. Muter et al. mention the disadvantage of a high false positive rate for most anomaly detection mechanisms. This is not acceptable for a system installed in a vehicle. As a consequence, they present an anomaly detection concept which does not produce false positives at all. Their proposed system is based on the assumption that the normal behavior of vehicle networks can be defined successfully, which supports the statement that re-using OEM knowledge is important. In the remainder of their paper, Muter et al. introduce eight classes of network monitors - so-called anomaly detection sensors. Figure 2 shows the different sensor classes defined in [12]. Furthermore, the authors discuss the applicability of the different sensors and summarized their results in Figure 3. The realization of these sensors in context of the proposed hybrid anomaly detection system is further elaborated in section IV.
Anomalies can occur on message level as well as on payload level. It is worth to note that all detection sensors, working on message level (Payload-Inspection set to false in Figure 3), are classified as specification-based. This type of checks can be implemented efficiently without using machine learning algorithms. It is not necessary to learn e.g. the period of a CAN message, if it is already statically defined in the communication matrix. But there are payload properties, which cannot be checked purely based on a given specification. One example is the time series of a signal. While absolute minimum and maximum values are usually defined, there is no explicit information about the normal temporal behavior of a signal given statically. However, this temporal behavior can be checked for anomalies by applying machine learning algorithms on the corresponding time series data as shown e.g. by Andreas Theissler [13], although his work focuses on offline analysis instead of real-time intrusion detection on ECUs.

**IV. HYBRID ANOMALY DETECTION SYSTEM**

The basic idea of the proposed system is to use specification-based anomaly detection and machine learning algorithms sequentially within the embedded software of an ECU. Figure 4 depicts the principle building blocks of the two-stage system. Because of not issuing false positives and due to the possibility to implement them efficiently, specification-based checks are applied in the first stage and are favored over machine learning algorithms. But there is one restriction: The checks shall be completely derivable from a communication matrix of standardized format. This first stage is further referred to as static checks. Mütter et al. classified their first six sensor classes (S-1 to S-6) as specification-based [12], see Figure 3. Therefore, they are candidates for static checks. However, there are some differences regarding the underlying specifications. Some checks of the formality sensor class (S-1) only refer to a protocol specification and do not require OEM or vehicle specific information. As long as the protocol specification is standardized, this is no issue and a realization within the static checks is possible. Location (S-2) and range (S-3) sensors are derivable from a communication matrix, given that the value range of signals is defined. For the frequency sensor (S-4) the situation is different. Checks of this class can be derived for periodic messages, whereas the implementation of frequency sensors for purely event-driven messages is more challenging. For this purpose, advanced mechanisms like machine learning can be used, which e.g. determine the minimum and maximum period of such a message during their training phase. The required information to implement correlation sensors (S-5) can also be included in a communication matrix of a gateway ECU which bridges different communication networks. Protocol sensors (S-6) are related to formality sensors. As an example, in case of diagnostic requests and responses, a protocol sensor can check whether the response does formally belong to the preceding request based on the standardized
Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) specification. However, some OEMs also use small proprietary protocols, e.g. on top of CAN communication, which could be checked in a similar way. The required information to implement these kind of protocol checks is mostly available in an OEM-specific and not standardized specifications. Therefore, such sensors are currently not realized as part of the static checks.

In the second stage of the system, learning checks extend the detection possibilities beyond the purely specification-based approach. To apply the corresponding machine learning algorithms, relevant information has to be extracted from CAN messages. The static checks only forward selected data elements like signal values to the learning checks, depicted in Figure 4 as *feature base*. The *feature extraction* block, pre-processes the data elements and generates features, which represent the input data for the following algorithms. Pre-processing can contain multiple aspects, like building time series, calculating derivations and normalization. Coming back to the sensors, defined by Mütter et al. [12], the last two classes, namely plausibility (S-7) and consistency sensors (S-8), require semantic information about the transported signals, which is neither included in the protocol specification nor in the communication matrix. Therefore, static checks cannot be derived for these sensors. To realize consistency sensors, probably the evaluation of additional OEM-specific specifications is necessary to determine the signals between which the semantic consistency can be checked. In contrast, plausibility sensors focus on the temporal behavior of one communication signal. The single signals can be extracted from CAN messages by using the communication matrix and their temporal behavior can be examined using learning checks. This topic is further discussed in the second part of the paper at hand, starting with section V.

From another perspective, static checks are very well suited to detect point anomalies like signal values out of range (range sensor). In addition, simple collective anomalies can be detected efficiently using static checks, as long as they can be derived from the communication matrix, e.g. the period evaluation of cyclic messages (frequency sensor). Learning checks are required for advanced contextual and collective anomalies, which cannot be detected based on the communication matrix, e.g. an unnatural time series of a communication signal (plausibility sensor).

In their state of the art analysis, Chandola et al. [11] present different machine learning algorithms for anomaly detection. Each of them is well suited for different use cases. Therefore, the proposed system allows using a variety of algorithms, working on the same features. Figure 4 shows three examples: Replicator Neural Networks (RNN) [14], One-Class Support Vector Machines (OCSVM) [15] and Lightweight On-line Detector of Anomalies [16]. This list is by far not complete and can be extended easily. Each algorithm produces as output either a binary value (‘normal’/’anomaly’) or a so-called anomaly score, which represents the probability of an anomaly. These produced outputs are evaluated within the *anomaly analyzer* block, which e.g. checks an anomaly score for a defined threshold value before it securely stores the anomaly in a log. The design of the learning checks also allows for ensemble-based methods, as proposed in recent research e.g. by Andreas Theissler [17]. In an ensemble, multiple algorithms run in parallel, checking for the same anomalies and each of them producing its own output. In such a setup, the anomaly analyzer performs a voting between the different outputs and finally decides whether an anomaly is logged or not. This kind of post-processing is not necessary for static checks, since they do not work with probabilities. Therefore, they directly log the detected anomalies together with the corresponding boundary conditions (e.g. which CAN frame caused the anomaly) to enable an improved post-evaluation.
V. Anomaly Detection in Time Series Data

Data exchange between ECUs via CAN signals is vital for the majority of the implemented vehicle functions like engine control and electronic stability control. Besides the pre-defined signal properties like absolute minimum and maximum value the time series of a signal - further referred to as signal sequence - is one major characteristic. Especially signals, representing continuous physical values, are well suited for anomaly detection in their sequence. As an example, the speed of a vehicle is bound to physical constraints. It cannot change too rapidly and some signal sequences are very unlikely to occur, e.g. oscillation. These constraints are not pre-defined within the communication matrix and therefore cannot be observed by static checks. However, wrong signal sequences are collective anomalies, which are detectable by learning checks representing a plausibility sensor [12].

In a first step, a machine learning algorithm has to be selected, which is suited for real-time anomaly detection in signal sequences. There are several criteria which have to be considered for the decision. First, it is important whether the training is done on dedicated infrastructure like a workstation (offline) or on the target system itself (online). For most algorithms, the training is computationally expensive and therefore not applicable on ECUs whereas the classification task itself requires less processing power. On the other hand, online learning is required if the algorithm needs to adapt its behavior to changing system constraints during runtime. To account for this so-called concept drift [18], the training of the algorithm is continued while classifying data instances. Later decisions of the algorithm are influenced by the parameter adaption, which is usually performed after each processed data instance. However, many algorithms do not support the continuous adaption of parameters with every data instance, since they can only be trained with a complete data set.

The second important criteria is the selection of supervised or unsupervised learning, dependent on the available training data. Supervised learning requires the existence of labeled data, i.e. each data instance has to be annotated with the expected result - in this case normal or anomaly. Considering anomaly detection, this knowledge is used to learn a classifier, which shall be able to distinguish normal from anomalous data instances. However, to obtain labeled data for anomalous signal sequences in a large scale is difficult or even impossible because of the data collection and labeling effort. Additionally, training with anomalous data would result in a classifier, which is probably only able to detect known anomalies. This contradicts the idea of anomaly detection, which tries to find any kind of deviation from normal behavior. Due to these reasons, supervised learning is not further considered in the selection process of finding an appropriate algorithm. Unsupervised learning does not require labeled data and is mostly used for clustering techniques. These algorithms group data instances and thereby try to find the classes normal and anomaly automatically. On the other hand, most of these algorithms require a lot of data instances to be available during runtime in order to perform the grouping. Since the proposed anomaly detection system shall be implemented on an embedded ECU, considering the required resources - in terms of computing power and storage consumption - is important. Both is limited on an embedded device, compared to office computers or server systems. Following this constraint, the computational complexity of the selected algorithm must be low when executed on an ECU to detect anomalies.

An unsupervised method, that is especially designed for anomaly detection, is Isolation Forest (iForest) [19]. The basic idea of iForest is that anomalous data instances can be isolated easier than normal data instances. The isolation is done by randomly selecting a feature and performing axis-parallel splits until all data instances are separated from each other. This process is repeated multiple times from scratch to construct diverse decisions trees. This can be seen on an conceptual level as the exploration of random local sub-spaces [20]. The anomaly score of a tested data instance is computed by checking the average depth in all trees. Data instances with small average tree depth have a higher anomaly score, because they need less splits to be separated [19]. iForest is an example for ensemble-based machine learning algorithms. This type of algorithm combines multiple weak classifiers and votes on the total outcome. Ensemble-based methods can handle a large number of input data instances with many features and improve speed by making parallel processing possible. Ensembles can be used within one algorithm as done by iForest but also between different algorithms as described at the end of section IV and in [17]. Different researchers published optimizations for iForest targeting different use cases [21][22]. The most notable approach for online learning are Half-Space-Trees (HS-Trees) [23]. This algorithm randomly splits the input data space until a predefined maximum tree depth is reached or there is just one data instance left in the corresponding branch of the tree. The procedure is repeated to build an ensemble of trees similar to the iForest algorithm. Each end point of a tree represents a remaining region, which is not split further. The value of the end point is the number of data instances in the corresponding region (mass). A data instance, which has to be classified, is traversed through all trees. Thereby, the mass of all traversed end points is recorded and their average is calculated. This average mass represents the anomaly score of the data instance. The lower the average mass, the higher is the probability for an anomaly.

Lightweight On-Line Detector of Anomalies (LODA) is an unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm especially designed for low time and storage complexity with the capability of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time Complexity</th>
<th>Storage Complexity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS-Trees</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(t(h + l))$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(t2^k)$</td>
<td>$t$: Number of parallel trees, $h$: Maximum tree depth, $l$: Sliding window length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LODA</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(k(d^{-\frac{1}{2}} + b))$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(k(d^{-\frac{1}{2}} + b))$</td>
<td>$k$: Number of histograms, $d$: Number of input features, $b$: Number of bins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Comparison of the big O-notation between LODA and HS-Trees (Source [16][23]. The time complexity of HS-Trees and LODA includes the time to update the classifier.1

1The storage complexity of HS-Trees in the LODA-Paper [16] differs from the complexity given by the authors of HS-Trees [23]. The storage complexity given here is the complexity taken from the HS-Tree-Paper.
online learning. LODAs’ concept of using random projections is similar to iForest and HS-Trees. The time complexity is not only deterministic, but it also can be sub-linear with respect to the number of input features, as shown in Table I. Another advantage is that there are no parameters to be set or tuned manually, but all parameters are optimized automatically. For other algorithms, especially neuronal networks, tuning those parameters can be a complicated and long process. LODA is also able to handle missing data values and it allows to figure out the feature(s) causing an anomaly. Even though normalizing values (see section VI-A) improves the detection rate, LODA can - in contrast to most other machine learning algorithms - cope with values, that are out of the normalized scale. The described HS-Trees for example can only use values that are bound between zero and one. This is a disadvantage when applied in real world applications because the range of values might change due to concept drift or there is no predefined range of values available but a range has to be estimated.

The author states, that in his tests LODA outperformed HS-Trees by factor seven to eight [16]. By benchmarking eight selected machine learning algorithms, Emmot et al. found that only iForest and LODA are able to scale to big data sets [24]. Both were able to generally outperform OC-SVM [15] and Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) [25].

Considering the discussion above and the future goal of online learning on ECUs, LODA is a promising algorithm for the learning checks of the proposed anomaly detection system and is investigated in more detail.

VI. LIGHTWEIGHT ON-LINE DETECTOR OF ANOMALIES

This section gives an overview about the working principles of LODA as proposed by Tomáš Pevný in 2016 [16]. The basis of the classifier are randomly projected histograms whose generation is described in the following paragraph.

In the first step a sparse random projection is applied on the input data instance. A random projection is constructed by setting up a vector of the same dimension as the number of input features and assigning element values from \( N(0,1) \), as recommended by the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma to approximately maintain \( L_2 \)-Distance [26]. The sparsity of the vector is created by setting random elements to zero. The probability of setting an element to zero is 1 - \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{d}} \) as recommended by Li et al. [27], where \( d \) is the dimensionality of the input data. The reason for projecting data instances randomly instead of using single features to construct the histograms is that diverse sub-spaces improve the detection rate. This type of diversity is not only used in iForest but also in most other ensemble based algorithms like the supervised Random Forest [28][16].

In the second step an one dimensional histogram is constructed for each projection of the input data. Tests showed that two alternating equi-width histograms work best for LODA [16]. An equi-width histogram is constructed by dividing the value axis in bins (intervals) of equal width. For online learning, two alternating histograms are used. An incoming data instance is classified using the first histogram. Simultaneously, the second histogram is constructed including the new data instance. At the end of the classification the histograms are exchanged. The number of bins is especially important since it influences the time and storage complexity of the algorithm as seen in Table I. There are several methods for computing this number like Sturges’ formula [29], Scotts’ normal reference rule [30] or the Freedman-Diaconis rule [31]. The easiest and default rule for most statistical software is Sturges’ formula [29] which calculates the number of bins \( b \) to \( b = 1 + \log_2 \frac{n}{5} \), where \( n \) is the number of initial data instances. However, for large data sets, Sturges’ formula is too conservative. Therefore, the method by Birgé and Rozenholc [32][33] is used for LODA, which optimizes the penalized maximum likelihood \( L_n \) as shown in equation 1.

\[
L_n(b) = \sum_{i=1}^{b} n_i \log \left( \frac{b m_i}{n} \right) - b + 1 - \{\log(b)\}^{2.5} \]

Here, \( n_i \) is the number of data instances, that fall in the \( i \)-th bin. This method provides good results for high dimensional data and has an acceptable computational cost [33]. In the end, the anomaly score \( f \) of a data instance \( x \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
f(x) = -\frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \log \hat{p}_{i}(x^T w_i) = -\log \left( \prod_{i=1}^{k} \hat{p}_{i}(x^T w_i) \right)^{\frac{1}{k}}
\]

\( x^T w_i \) projects a data instance to a scalar value \( z_i \). The joint probability \( \hat{p}_i(z_i) \) is calculated as the number of data instances in the same bin as \( z_i \), divided by the total number of considered data instances. This procedure is repeated for all \( k \) projections. Finally, the average joint probability value over all histograms is calculated. In the following statement, Pevný describes the anomaly score of LODA, where a sample corresponds to a data instance.

\[
\text{Loda’s output is proportional to the negative log-likelihood of the sample, which means that the less likely a sample is, the higher the anomaly value it receives.} \quad [16]
\]

The maximum number of projections and associated histograms can either be defined manually or is also automatically optimized. By defining the number of histograms the necessary storage can be limited to a fixed size. To automatically find the minimum number of projections, the reduced variance \( \hat{\sigma}_k \) after adding a histogram is measured. The variance is computed by the following equation, where \( f \) is the anomaly function described in equation 2, \( k \) is the number of projections and \( n \) the number of data instances.

\[
\hat{\sigma}_k = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |f_{k+1}(x_i) - f_k(x_i)|
\]

With the given equation, a high number of projections will not be sanctioned since the variance decreases with each added projection. Therefore, the variance is normalized by the first variance \( \hat{\sigma}_1 \) and a new projection is only added if the normalized variance change is bigger than a predefined threshold \( \tau \). For LODA the recommended threshold \( \tau \) is 0.01 which was used for all following experiments.
A. LODA for Time Series Data

In the proposed system, LODA is used as a learning check for observing the time series of a communication signal. Regarding the implementation, first the sequences of CAN signals have to be made available as input values for the machine learning algorithms of the anomaly detection system. Every time a CAN message is received, the static checks extract the single signals, which are then passed to the feature extraction block, please refer to Figure 4. This block builds up and manages the time series of those signals with a configurable count of history values. Internally, it implements a sliding window mechanism, which shifts the already available signal values as soon as a new value arrives. The oldest value is disposed. The input values for the machine learning algorithms like LODA are not directly the CAN signal values but their normalized representation. A normalization around zero is performed by column-wise standardization \( \frac{x_i - \text{mean}(x)}{\text{std}(x)} \). For later work there are several other online and offline normalization approaches [34] that might be able to improve the results and can for example utilize the minimum and maximum values of signals defined in the communication matrix. The training itself is realized by a special program, which takes recorded CAN logs as input. Since all data is available at once, currently offline training in batch mode is used for simplicity reasons. Online learning is going to be the next step of our research.

VII. Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, a synthetic CAN signal is used. The signal sequence as well as the corresponding CAN messages are generated with CANoe from Vector Informatik, which is a simulation and analysis tool for automotive networks. A corresponding communication matrix is used to automatically generate the static checks including the signal extraction from CAN messages. The signal sequence itself is periodic and one period consists of approximately 850 samples emulating a physical value of a vehicle, e.g. speed. It is depicted in Figure 5 as reference signal and represents the normal behavior for the following considerations.

For the evaluation of the anomaly detection performance, an altered signal sequence was defined as well, containing five anomalies of different types. Anomalies are inserted starting from sample 1350. The anomalous signal as well as the highlighted anomalies are shown in the lower part of Figure 5.

1) 1350-1550 - limitation of the value range: This anomaly limits the minimum and maximum value of the signal, which is different from the pre-defined one.
2) 1900-2100 - value freeze: In this case, a value is kept for an unnatural long time before it resumes to the original signal sequence.
3) 2800-2950 - alternative signal sequence: In contrast to the two types discussed before, an alternative sequence is not an anomaly. Instead it shall be a first check of the generalization of the trained algorithm. Alternative signal sequences, which represent another form of realistic or normal behavior, shall not be detected as anomaly. Otherwise, many false positive alarms would be issued when implemented in a real ECU, since e.g. the actual sequence of speed values will never be completely identical to the sequences contained in the training data set.
4) 3650-3750 - peak: The peak anomaly refers to a spike in the signal sequence, which should not be present.
5) 4450-4600 - signal jump: Instead of having a continuous shape, the signal sequence includes an unrealistic high value step. This type of dramatic value change is impossible, e.g. the vehicle speed cannot instantly switch from a high value to zero.

As discussed before, no parameters need to be tuned to execute LODA. All parameters are automatically derived and optimized as described in section VI. The only tuning point, not directly related to LODA, is the size of the sliding window, i.e. the number of history values of the signal sequence considered for anomaly detection.

A. Amount of Training Data

The first evaluation concerns the amount of training data necessary for LODA to function properly. One period of the reference signal (sample 0-850 in Figure 5) was periodically repeated a specified number of times. Afterwards the anomaly score was determined as shown in equation 2 by classifying the anomalous signal.

As shown in Figure 6 the amount of normal training data has influence on the anomaly score but in all three cases, LODA detects the anomalies. In case only five reference signal periods are used for training (last row), the anomaly score is noisy, which makes thresholding difficult and which could lead to an increased false positive rate. However, even with very little training data a surprisingly good classification is possible. Noise and baseline of the anomaly score (visible on the left side of the third and forth row) decreases with more training data. Also, the difference in anomaly score between normal data and anomalies increases - comparable to a better signal-to-noise ratio.
First, a larger window size increases the relative noise on the anomaly score. Second, it gets harder to pinpoint the exact moment of an anomaly since the anomaly score is influenced longer. Third, the required computing power and storage consumption increases - even though moderately compared to other machine learning algorithms. A larger window size is also relevant for the startup time of the system, because it has to be waited for the first \( n \) samples until a classification can be performed. For example, with a window size of 256 samples and a typical CAN message period of 10ms the startup time is going to be about 2.5s. Choosing the right window size is an issue that needs to be addressed in future work. For the other evaluations within this paper a fixed window size of 128 samples is used.

C. Detection of the Alternative Signal Sequence

In the previous evaluations, the alternative signal sequence, described at the beginning of this section, is classified as anomaly even though it represents a valid sequence and should not be detected. Up to now, the training data consists of
multiple identical reference signal periods. To get a first indication whether more diverse training data improves the situation, the reference signal is modified. For this evaluation, it consists of original reference signal periods alternating with signal periods including the alternative sequence, see first row of Figure 8. For real world applications also diverse training data is used and it is likely that normal signal sequences are contained several times in slightly different forms.

As highlighted in Figure 8, the anomaly score during the alternative signal sequence is now similar to the baseline and therefore classified as normal data. The other anomalies are still detected. However, the anomaly score for parts of the original signal sequence is now increased (sample 300-500 and sample 1100-1300). This can be explained by the fact that a constant signal value over several samples is present less often in the modified training data. Overall, diverse training data is important for LODA to avoid overfitting. This fact has to be investigated in more detail in future using real signal sequences e.g. extracted from CAN logs of test drives.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper motivated the need for intrusion detection systems in automotive ECUs. Today, anomaly detection, which comes along with IDS, is mostly used within information technology (IT) infrastructure like servers and networking equipment. Since automotive and embedded networks are far more static than IT infrastructure, a different approach is proposed. Instead of using a solution, purely based on machine learning or other complex algorithms, we favor a hybrid anomaly detection system. In a first stage, the system works specification-based. Especially in the automotive industry, there exist semi-formal network specifications which are perfectly suited to implement an efficient and effective IDS. However, the specifications do not contain information about the temporal behavior of communication signals. For the advanced observation of this temporal behavior machine learning algorithms can be used.

In the second part of this paper the machine learning algorithm LODA was investigated in more detail by focusing on anomaly detection in time series data. It was shown that LODA can deliver good results in this use case. Also the low complexity of the algorithm is a plus, especially when it comes to online learning. However, only testing with real data in a real environment will show whether the performance is good enough to be applicable in an ECU. In future, all components of LODA have to be examined more thoroughly. Also, different thresholding techniques to convert the anomaly score into the classes normal and anomaly have to be investigated.

Since the evaluation is up to now based on synthesized communication signals, the next step is to perform similar tests with real data. As a starting point, vehicle signals, collected via the standardized On-Board Diagnostics II port, can be used. However, in a final step, real bus logs should be used to do a performance evaluation under the same conditions as if the anomaly detection system would run in a real ECU.

A second field of work is the extension of the proposed system to support additional bus and networking systems. As Ethernet is currently becoming an important in-vehicle networking technology, the extension by static checks for Ethernet would be another next step. Since the learning checks work on communication signals, they are independent from the underlying networking or bus system. Therefore, the investigated LODA algorithm is re-usable in an extended hybrid anomaly detection system.

In future, also a more detailed classification of detected anomalies is required to enable appropriate countermeasures. However, this is a different topic of research and not addressed by this work.
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